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GF: Hello everyone. Welcome to Cheltenham Science Festival at home in association with EDF energy and 

our next in our series of videos exploring the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.  Seventeen 

objectives to transform the world from affordable and clean energy to good health and wellbeing. My 

name is Greg Foots I'm a science broadcaster on BBC TV and radio also a YouTuber podcaster, and science 

communication trainer.  I'm very excited to host this series of six short daily conversations supported by UK 

Research and Innovation. Each video is a short introduction to one particular Sustainable Development 

Goal,  one SDG. I get to chat with two new guests each day. They may be scientists, engineers, activists, 

thought leaders, and they guide us through that SDG and what can be done to achieve it.   These videos are 

pre-recorded, but there will be a live conversation happening in the YouTube comments. So do put your 

questions down there. Both my experts will hopefully be in there answering as many as they can. If you're 

watching this back later, do continue the conversation in the comments or on Twitter. using 

#cheltscifestathome. Today we're looking at SDG number 14, life below water. This SDG aims to protect, 

restore and sustainably manage marine and coastal ecosystems. Joining me to outline why the oceans are 

essential, why they're essential to our own existence and what can be done to help protect that life below 

water is physicist, oceanographer and broadcaster who studies ocean bubbles at the Department of 

Mechanical Engineering at University College London, Dr. Helen Czerski, and international environmental 

law expert who's worked for the United Nations before and he is now at Strathclyde University Law School 

and the director of the One Ocean Hub. Professor Elisa Morgera. Hello, both. Thanks for joining me. 

 

HC: Hello. 

 

EM: Hello 

 

GF:  Helen let's start with bubbles. I know you go out to see some of the most extreme environments 

around Earth to study them.  Why, what do the bubbles tell us? 
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HC: Well, most of the bubbles in the world are in the oceans. And they're in the upper oceans in the top 

meter, because that's what breaking waves generate. And the reason that these bubbles are important is 

that they help the ocean breathe. People don't really think about it, but the atmosphere is massive, but the 

ocean is massive. But anything that goes between the two has to pass through the surface and the bubbles 

are really good at helping with that. And so gases like carbon dioxide and oxygen, part of the, you know, if 

we want to understand how they move, we need to understand how the bubbles are helping them. 

 

GF:  And let's expand Why is the ocean important? Why is it central for us and lots of life? 

 

HC:  Well, really the question almost it's always asked the wrong way around because really, this is an 

ocean planet. It's an ocean planet first and the land planet second, and it's just that we always,  we're land 

mammals, so we prioritize ourselves. Fundamentally, the ocean is the driving engine of the earth system. 

And we don't see that because we can't look into it in the same way that we can look into the sky, but at 

the route of almost everything we value, the stability of our planet, the temperature of our planet, the way 

the weather works, where we can live, where we trade, where we get our food from the ocean is at the 

root of all of that. So really, it's we're kind of piggybacking on an ocean world rather than the other way 

around. 

 

GF:  Yeah, sometimes think we shouldn't really call it Earth should we if we're over 70% water? 

 

HC: Arthur C. Clarke did say that. He said how ludicrous that this planet should be called Earth when it was 

so clearly ocean. 

 

GF: Beautiful, right. So that's why the oceans and the seas are important. And Helen said it's the driving 

engine of the planet, that it's you know, the temperature, the weather, the food. So on to what we're 

actually doing to it then.  Elisa, you are the director of the One Ocean Hub, which aims to transform our 

response to the urgent challenges facing our oceans. And I appreciate asking, what is the current health of 

the ocean is a huge question, but I'd be very grateful if we could get a sense of this kind of broad topic that 

we’re going to need to tackle in today's conversation. So, what is the current health of the oceans? 

 

EM:  The health of the ocean is not too good. There's quite a lot of pressure that as humans we're putting 

on the ocean and ocean health, and its capacity to also support our own wellbeing on earth. And so in 

between overfishing, pollution, both from land, you know, plastic, I think now, people are really very aware 

of that. But also any other type of pollution on the sea as well, impacts of climate change, and sustainable 

tourism and other activities. They're all really having a heavy toll on the ocean. And they're really putting its 
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health at risk. And I think the challenge is that it has so many pressures, and we really need to look at all of 

them together to really find effective approaches to protect ocean health and with that, our own health. 

 

GF: Right, so that was a good kind of checklist for us to work through then. Overfishing, pollution, plastics 

and tourism. There's another one as well that I often hear about, which is ocean acidification. Helen, can 

you take us through a little bit of what that is? 

 

HC:  Well, the oceans are basically doing us an enormous favour. And that is that of all the extra carbon 

dioxide that we humans are putting up into the atmosphere, somewhere between a quarter and a third of 

it is being taken up by the oceans, which means it's not in the atmosphere, it's not in there warming the 

planet. But there's no such thing as a free lunch, and all that extra carbon dioxide ends up in the surface 

ocean and the way that ocean chemistry works, what that does, when it dissolves is it forms acids, or 

moves the chemistry in that direction. And so the ocean is naturally an alkaline environment. But as we add 

more carbon dioxide, it is becoming less alkaline. And that is a massive problem for a few reasons. One of 

them is that you know, everything in the ocean has evolved for the situation as it is now. But perhaps most 

importantly, the base of the ocean food chain is split into two.  The ocean future works a bit differently, the 

things that do the photosynthesizing aren't trees, they're very small individual cells. But half of those have 

an external skeleton, which is made of calcium, and they need an alkaline environment in order to grow 

that calcium shell. So basically, if you put extra carbon dioxide in the oceans, it then jeopardizes, you know, 

the ability of these creatures to grow, or these organisms to grow. And they are doing a massive job at the 

bottom of the ocean food chain. And the other question, actually, which is related to this is, will the ocean 

continue to do as this favour as the other impacts of climate change become apparent? Is it still going to 

take up 30% of everything we're putting up? Or is that going to change? And, you know, the problem is that 

it might be that the ocean does less of that favour in the future because of the other effects of climate 

change. 

 

GF: Okay, great. So we're getting a bit of a sense of the importance of the ocean and what we're doing to it. 

Can we expand on the marine pollution angle Elisa?  What are the main culprits and what is it doing? 

 

EM:  We have multiple sources of pollution. And that's the big problem in terms of how we manage waste 

on land, how we manage pollution in reverse, plastic pollution, industrial pollution, and then there's 

pollution that we create on the ocean itself from ships and other activities like deep seabed mining. And so 

the big challenge there is that all these sources of pollution, they're all regulated and managed separately 

from each other, more or less effectively. But the point is that it's very hard to then control them all and 

really make sure that on all accounts we're doing well enough to prevent impact on the ocean. And it's very 

different authorities involved is that look into this, and they just don't work together. 
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GF:  Okay, brilliant. Thank you both for setting out the context. And before we turn to what the targets are 

for SDG 14, and how we can meet them, I've been asked to tell you that Cheltenham Festivals is a not for 

profit charity that works year round to inspire the next generation of doctors, scientists, and researchers  If 

you'd like to support this work, and myself and other speakers and performers would greatly appreciate it if 

you would, you can make a donation here that's crowdfunder.co.uk/cheltscifestathome. Thanks. Okay, 

both. And let's take a closer look then at the targets of SDG 14 and how we can actually achieve them. Elisa 

let's start with you. Sustainability is of course a huge focus. It's the S in sustainable development goals.  

What is key when we're setting up and trying to maintain sustainable fishing? 

 

EM : Well, I think the key is really looking at sustainability as a multi-dimensional concept and so that we 

have both ecological realities but also social cultural realities and of course, economic realities. And so who, 

who does carry out fishing activities? Who eats fish? who's involved in the marketing of fish? All these 

people have multiple connections to the resource, multiple agendas, and often they may be conflicting with 

each other. We also have multiple ways to fish that can be small scale and large scale. So the issue there is 

how can we come together to really look at what is needed to make fishing sustainable, but in ways that 

also meet the legitimate demands in terms of social, cultural and economic needs that depend from the 

fisheries sector? 

 

GF: Yeah, I did read on one of the targets it mentions ending subsidies contributing to overfishing. What is 

it referring to there? 

 

EM:  Well, it's also about how we can create sometimes inadvertently, sometimes we realize, additional 

pressure on natural resources, in this case fisheries, by supporting a certain industry and what we require 

as public bodies in return for the support for the industry. And so the question about fishery subsidies is 

really about how we are bringing more, you know, investing more public money into activities that may not 

be sustainable and how we can use that money instead to ensure either invest into conservation of the 

ocean which has knock on effects or more productive and viable fisheries, and really rethinking the use of 

public money and which industries to support and which sectors of societies to support for sustainability 

purposes. 

 

GF:  Helen, one thing I've always pondered is how you actually go about setting and policing targets in the 

ocean where there are no boundaries, essentially, you know, fish can swim? 

 

HC:  It is a massive problem so that there's issues with regulation, but really, there's no point in having 

regulation if you don't enforce it. And this has been the problem up to now.  There is some hope on the 

horizon. So for example, every ship now has a satellite link basically, which tells satellite system where it is 
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at all times. So unless they go to a lot of effort to turn them off, in which case someone would notice them 

popping in and out of existence, most ships now can be tracked. So that helps a lot. And we're also at the 

stage where, even if they, you know, switch their tracking system off, there is evidence from satellites of 

other types, you know, patterns in the water, and actually sulphur from the ships, you know, burn the ships 

engines. So the first thing is, enforcement might be made easier because it's much easier to track ships 

now. And so it's harder for them to hide, and there are a lot of ships that basically completely hide in the 

open ocean. But other than that, it takes cooperation. And part of the issue is that lots of countries you 

know, ships come and go from ports, everyone's got different standards. And of course, of course, if you go 

to you know, if you're into illegal fishing, you'll just go to the port that isn't going to give you hard time. So 

it doesn't need massive cooperation. But we have got better technology to help with this than we've ever 

had. 

 

GF:  Yeah, it sounds like there are a lot of moving parts and you kind of need to be able to police and be 

aware of lots of different amounts of data. Yes, I can absolutely see the challenge. Another one of the 

targets, specifically talks about increasing the economic benefits for small island developing states and the 

least developed countries. So Elisa I read that the Hub does work with research centres in South Pacific and 

in South Africa and Ghana, in Namibia and Kenya, etc. So can you take us through what the particular 

challenges are that are facing those locations and those communities and what we can do to help? 

 

EM:  Yes, and I think that that's very much the reason why the One Ocean Hub benefits from funding from 

the UKRI. It's really the realization that some countries face a higher burden to protect our oceans. A small 

island developing state may be small in terms of landmass, but they have huge quantities of ocean under 

their control and their responsibility and how effective they are in protecting their portions of the oceans 

benefit us all. At the same time, they also have fewer capacities.  Ocean research is extremely expensive, 

enforcement of environmental regulation on the oceans also quite resource intensive. And so the question 

is really how can we cooperate and support efforts in small island developing states so that they can 

become more effective in ensuring sustainable management of marine resources and ocean conservation, 

and through that benefits the rest of the planet? A lot of it has to do with scientific cooperation. 

Researchers from the UK and other developed countries that have more researcher working together with 

colleagues in the global south, and very much understanding what may be the local goals for research and 

conservation and what may be the more global ones, the ones that bring UK researchers to develop an 

interest in working in those areas of the ocean, in fact, and finding a genuine partnership where we can 

both cater to the local needs, as well as the global benefits that will arise from that scientific cooperation. 

 

GF:  Is there ever a clash there between the local needs and the local way of doing things and the 

International view on sustainability? And how do you kind of get through that tension? 
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EM:  So there can be clashes, I mean, often they're not like real clashes, but there may be different 

priorities. And often the way to overcome is really listening to both sides and really for different groups to 

understand where each side is coming from, why the international community's interested in protecting 

the ocean I what is expected to benefit from that, and what are the challenges and the barriers at the local 

level and really having these two dimensions speak to each other and find common ground. I mean, I have 

to say often the local level and local concerns are not heard or understood. They're often misunderstood. 

And I think that's one of the challenges in finding that common ground, but equally, some of the 

International goals are very heavy on the science. And not all local actors may have equal opportunity to 

understand where they're coming from and what the reasons are. So in that sense, I think there's also a 

role for researchers to help the dialogue for marine scientists and social scientists and lawyers to be 

facilitating that mutual understanding and that that core development of a shared agenda to protect the 

oceans both for local and global benefits. 

 

GF:  Interesting. Thanks, Elisa. And right, so I always like to ask what your say top three tips are, for how we 

could achieve some of these targets for us SDG 14 in this in this episode. And Helen, let's start with you. 

 

HC:  Well, the first thing on my list will be changing our attitude to the ocean. Like I said, this is an ocean 

planet, and we can't treat the ocean like an afterthought, we actually have to get really some humility. And 

along with that comes ocean literacy. So that's thing number one, actually understanding our place in the 

world of things, and what the ocean is doing for us and how important it is for the rest of the planet.  

Number two comes into something Elisa was just saying, which is listening to indigenous communities. So 

we forget about experiential knowledge. And a lot of these communities have a very deep knowledge and 

understanding of their local area. And so the first of all, is a social justice issue, because if they've been 

doing local small scale fishing for 1000 years, you can't really tell them that the rest of the world has gone 

wrong because it's something they've always been doing. So listening to them and actually genuinely 

engaging. There isn't a project that a colleague of mine is involved in, with an Inuit tribe in Alaska, where 

the scientists are basically answering the questions that the locals want to ask.  They're not coming in as 

scientists going oh, we know the questions, they've actually genuinely gone and talked to local community 

and asked what do you want to know? And they're finding out new things based on that traditional 

knowledge, questions that have come from the traditional knowledge that are really important. So listening 

to indigenous communities and respecting their point of view is really important. And then the third one 

does come into global enforcements and regulation enforcement. And perhaps this is more Elise's area. But 

unless there's a consistent worldview, like a genuine global effort, we're stuck here because you know, a 

fish doesn't know what a national border is, the whole ocean is connected. So humans want to put lines in 

places and denote territories and say, who can do what where, but if you don't have the fundamental 

underlying assumption that the whole thing is connected, and at some level, you need to join up, you need 
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to connect all the regulation, all you're going to do is chase the bad actors into the places where they can 

do things and they'll just carry on someone will let them.  So you need a global approach. 

 

GF:  hanks, Helen. So Elisa, what's your thoughts then? Helen kind of teed you up for that. How do we go 

about regulating these policies? And also, why have previous initiatives on, you know, ocean conservation, 

sustainability, not being effective? How do we change that moving forward? 

 

EM:  Yeah. And I think this is very much complementary to what Helen said, I think, not only listening to 

local voices, and including indigenous peoples and other I think knowledge holders, by really connecting I 

think experiences from the local level to the international one. I think having that debate and really 

comparing notes among what is discussed internationally, what is discussed locally, is really essential, so 

that we have a global system to regulate the uses of the oceans and conservation. But often that system is 

developed in the abstract, in isolation from real life experiences. And even if there is an interest in 

understanding what is going on the ground and why rules may not actually work  according to plan, it is a 

challenge to connect the dialogue and really bring local experiences in international debates and really 

make sure we understand what are the barriers, but also what are the opportunities on the ground? And I 

think so that will be my second, my second point about what can help to make that happen? And I think 

that's the role of researchers themselves. I mean, how we have to kind of step up, and really not only do 

our own work and understanding within our areas, what is working and whatnot, but really becoming 

agents to support the dialogue, and more creatively engage in thinking about how our research may 

contribute to the Sustainable Development Goals and how we can bring other knowledge holders and key 

stakeholders in a constructive dialogue. And so I guess my third key message will be that we need to work 

much more creatively across all the sciences, the marine sciences, the social sciences and the arts. And 

really, look at how we can come together to work more cohesively as a community and help make those 

bridges between the local stakeholders and knowledge holders and the International one and all sing 

together around the real barriers out there, but also the real opportunities that may be identified in a local 

context and may teach important lessons for scaling up solutions or replicate solutions elsewhere. 

 

GF:  Sounds like communication and connection between different groups is a kind of a recurring tip, an 

important thing for us to kind of do moving forwards. Helen, talking about research there, Elisa mentioned 

research, and the oceans are huge. I know that you go out into the ocean for your research into bubbles 

and other work. Are we now at a stage where we don't need to go to the ocean because we've got so many 

autonomous sensors and such, or do you still feel passionately that we need to go there and do the 

research in person? 
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HC:  We absolutely still need to go in person. And of course, the autonomous sensors help you know if you 

can send out a robot across an ocean, it can just keep measuring, you have consistent measurements, you 

know, they're exactly in the right place, you don't have to send an expensive ship. All of that is really 

helpful. There's no question about that there's, there are some astonishing arrays of sensors that are 

monitoring our oceans in real time, we really need them and really need more of them. However, I really 

believe this, it would be awful if humans stopped going to sea on ships. And it takes a lot to justify this 

because ships are expensive. And it's difficult to organize. And it's a lot of effort. So you have to really just 

find it. And I think it's really important. And the first thing is that the ocean is such a complicated system 

that you can't predict new things like you have to actually go there and measure it. There's so many things 

that if you sat in an office or at the desk or the computer and you wrote down what you thought might 

happen, you'll be completely wrong because the ocean is so interwoven and so interlinked, that you really 

need on the ground measurements.  And not just the measurements you knew you were going to take, but 

you need the observation. You need the experiential knowledge of knowing,  oh, so on that day the sea was 

like this. And I haven't got a number for what it means when the sea state was like that. But I recognize that 

something I observed is associated with something in my data. And if you lose that completely, you 

basically lose the foundation for your science, there is no substitute for really understanding the system. 

And it is because it's so complicated. Yes, of course, science needs hard measurements. And that's how you 

really progress. But it's such a complicated system that you also need the human observations. And this is 

part of why I experienced it. So experiential knowledge means something that, you know, I've been to a 

place, I feel, all the other senses of mine are taken into account. And it's what the indigenous communities 

often have. They don't have measurements, but they have really good experiential knowledge. And the 

thing is, it tells you where to look, it tells you where to point your scientific instruments and if we lose that, 

if we lose, oceanographers going to sea we miss out on first of all the richness of what's going on, but we 

also just cut our nose off to spite our face like, we're not giving ourselves the chance to, to really observe 

what's going on and to appreciate that it's so much more complicated and interlinked than we might 

expect.  You know, our imaginations are limited, reality is far better than that. So I am a strong advocate of 

that experiential knowledge that comes from still going to sea being really important. And of course, if you 

go to sea you appreciate it a different way.  You can come back and tell people what it was like, you can be 

connected to the ocean in a very visceral way. And I think scientists also underestimate the importance of 

that. 

 

GF:  That was an amazing answer. Thanks, Helen.  Before I ask you both the final question, which is always 

about hope and optimism, what I like to do is give each of you an opportunity to ask each other a question.  

While you ponder that, I need to say a big thank you to UKRI for supporting this series of conversations 

around the Sustainable Development Goals.  UK Research and Innovation works in partnership with 

universities, research organizations, businesses, charities and government to create the best possible 
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environment for research and innovation to flourish. Through its investments in research for international 

developments UKRI is proud to support and contribute towards global efforts to achieving the SDGs. So, 

right then, have you had a ponder? Helen, should we start with your question to Elisa? 

 

HC:  Yeah, I'm a scientist, and I don't understand law. And all I know is it seems to be really complicated. So 

my question for you is, what are the biggest obstacles? I mean, there's, there's all kinds of obstacles. What 

are the biggest real legal obstacles to sorting all this out? 

 

EM:  Yeah, thanks for that question. I feel the same about your area of expertise. So I think it's just a matter 

of working together and knowing more about each other's work. I think in principle, you know, we have 

strong laws, we have laws that have been developed over years of experience. But often we look at laws as 

kind of a barrier and something that prevents us from making progress. And what I find helpful is when 

colleagues from outside the law like yourself would, would work with me and understand where what are 

the instruments that we have been looking very practically and what we know and what we don't know 

that has worked. And really use the law as a basis for dialogue, for understanding where it's helping, often 

people have misunderstandings about what the law requires of them. And because of that, they then don't 

engage or look for loopholes. And really understanding how the law benefits the objectives that you're 

working towards and other people in society may work towards, is then how everybody engages in making 

the law a reality. And I think that's the real challenge of making sure that people realize they all have a 

stake in that law doing its job, in understanding what your role is in making your contribution to that, but 

also feeling that you can challenge the law if you feel that it is out of step with like latest scientific 

advancements or understanding of what the challenges on the ground are. So it's very much a 

conversation. 

 

GF:  Understanding and challenging the law. Interesting. Elisa, do you have a question for Helen? 

 

EM:  I was also very excited to hear your description of going into the sea. And I'm still hoping that maybe 

I'll manage to at some stage be on a research cruise myself. I guess one of the things I've learned with by 

working with my colleagues in the global south is how important it is to get a place in those ships and how 

often there may be international teams. But some scientists in some countries really never get to get that 

experience. And that means they have to they have less legitimacy and voice in then affecting decisions in 

their own countries or even collaborating with other scientists around the world. So I'm just curious if you 

can give us a sense of how international the teams have been that you have work within those ships how 

much space there is for colleagues from the global south to participate since most of the funding does 

come from UK and other countries in the global north. 
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HC:  So I don't think I've ever been on a research ship that has only had one nationality on it ever in years 

and months lived at sea.  Research ships are so International. Now you're right, that the international 

representation does tend to be the Western nations. And it does come from money because what 

governments say is, oh, well, if I'm paying for some research, then I want some people from my country to 

be leading that research. And it's kind of an ego thing. And I think that the only way to change that is just to 

make it a requirement that if you go on a research cruise in an area, part of the cost of that cruise is a berth 

or two berths or whatever it is for someone from either local nation or a developing nation. And it's hard 

because you always have a sort of imbalance in expertise. But there has to be a helping hand, there has to 

be appreciation. So I think there are ways to do it. But you're right, ships are so expensive, they are so 

fantastically expensive to run, that it is very difficult to get research, because they will say, oh, but we could 

do a different research project. Or we could take two people from the global south. And we need to start 

shifting that that debate to be saying, well, you know, there's loads of berths on the ship. If you take 30 or 

32 scientists from the Western nations, maybe it doesn't matter. But if those extra two could instead be 

from a developing nation, or a nation who you know, is in the area that you're studying, just even as 

observers and to learn and to share experience, maybe then you'd have progress, but it's a really difficult 

problem. 

 

GF:  Thank you both brilliant questions. Great answers. Right. So final question from me then, is what gives 

you hope?  What gives you optimism for the future of our oceans, our seas and life below water? Let’s go 

to Helen first. 

 

HC:  I am feeling optimistic because finally people are talking about the ocean, I have studied the ocean for, 

you know, I don't know, 12 years now I've lost count, 13, something like that. And I remember first 

discovering, you know, the ocean, no one that talks about it, I kind of fell into it by accident. And it was so 

astonishing to me that nobody talks about it. And I spent years banging the drum of the oceans and nobody 

wanted to listen, I've run the events that few people have turned up to you and all this kind of stuff. And 

finally, people are starting to turn up to events, they're starting to want to learn more.  People are starting 

to realize that the ocean isn't just a coloured in blue bit with nothing in it, and that in a way, that's more the 

source of my optimism than any of the functional things because if people don't know and appreciate the 

ocean, they are never going to care about doing anything about it. So I do have some optimism there. 

 

GF:  Good. Elisa, what about you? And specifically, I guess what optimism do you have in terms of us 

achieving these targets of SDG 14? 

 

EM: I think on the back of it hadn't said I think we have more unlikely allies for the ocean just now. 

Communities that weren't necessarily realizing how the ocean is important for other Sustainable 
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Development Goals, are now really alert and ready to help. And that's the case we'll say human rights 

groups, or groups working on freshwater now caring about ocean plastics and the inter linkages between 

freshwater system and the ocean system. And so what I also am seeing in the One Ocean Hub is that we're 

working with a relatively unlikely group of scientists that have never worked before. They've not worked 

with lawyers or anthropologists or artists. And they've just realized how those connections those like new 

wide-ranging alliances, are what may be needed for change to come. They definitely are different from 

what they've worked before. And they give hope that they'll find new, really effective entryways for the 

science to speak for policy, for policy to respond, for different actors in society to play their part, some 

really, really optimistic that with this really ambitious, and wide ranging collaboration, we can really find 

together ways to realize the SDGs. 

 

GF:  Well, thank you so much both. That was super interesting. It's a topic that I'm very, very interested in 

and invested in. So it's been great to speak to both of you. Thank you for your time. 

 

HC:  Thank you.  

 

EM: That was great. 

 

GF:  So that's all the time we have today to explore SDG 14. What I will take from this is that, you know, we 

know the oceans, the seas are vast, they are important, they're all connected. And that means that we 

need to listen and communicate with communities worldwide. That connection needs to extend to us 

around the whole planet, conversations between the research community, between local communities, 

between policymakers, those who set laws and the importance of experiential knowledge, as Helen was 

saying is something that came through very loudly. Humility was another thing that was very important, the 

importance of humility.  And support from giving berth spaces on a vessel to people who may not normally 

be able to afford or get access to that sort of experience or research opportunity, to support amongst law-

making and conversations and challenging that. And finally, optimism, the fact that there is a lot of 

conversations happening you know, you're watching this right now you are one of those ocean advocates 

yourself. So, thank you so much for joining us. I hope you enjoyed today's conversation. Thanks to the UKRI 

for supporting this series of six short daily conversations. There are loads of brilliant events happening as 

part of Cheltenham Science Festival at home. So do check out the website and the social media for more 

information on all those. Today you heard from physicist, oceanographer and broadcaster at University 

College London, Dr. Helen Czerski, and Professor of global environmental law at Strathclyde University Law 

School and director of the One Ocean Hub Elisa Morgera. I'm Greg Foot.  I will be back for the next in our 

mini-series of courses tomorrow. It's every day throughout Cheltenham science at home at 2pm, we're 

moving from Life below water to life on land SDG number 15. Hope to see you then. Bye. 


